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Pablo Onofre - And If It Rains

                            tom:
                A
Intro: A7

A7
Trying to mean it
May all life be measured in us
This measure, is it listless?
I didn't catch what has left us alone

          Em
And if it rains
            A
We're gonna tumble and fly
          Em                         A
?Cause it rains life is born in our world
   Em
Is this a dream?
            A                      Em
A
The grass starting to grow just in time to be a gift to our
eyes
         Em
Now is the time!
      A
It?s something girl!
          Em                        A
Can you imagine how that makes us alive?
                G
It?s something girl!

( A7 )

A7
Sunday morning I try to see life in a better way for me
Trying to have a fine time

With a dancer and a singer in the sky

           Em             A
And so the boy started to cry out loud
     Em                         A
And running through the forest trees
        Em              A
So the robot inside the homeless guy
            Em                     A
Locked its tower in this restless rain
          Em                       A
And if it starts to rain we won?t cry no more
                Em                         A
?Cause when it stops to rain the sun will shine
                Em                         A
I love when it starts to rain! To see the trial!
                Em                         A
And then the strangers are going to stare away
Em               A     Em                    A
Please don't forget to run into the forest again

           D           G                   A
And then imagine that life will try to refrain
A                                                   Em
Imagine that colors and flowers will grow with the rain
 A
Then again
      Em            A
If it rains we will try again
      Em     A
If it rains, rains
      Em   A
If it rains
D            G               A
Please stop running from the rain
G            D                A
Please stop running from the rain

Acordes


